FLUOR CORPORATION
EMPOWERING PROGRESS.
BUILDING PROSPERITY.
TRANSFORMING THE WORLD.

FLUOR®
WE ARE FLUOR CORPORATION
HELPING BUSINESSES GROW, ECONOMIES THRIVE AND COMMUNITIES FLOURISH

A global leader in engineering, procurement, fabrication, construction and maintenance (EPFCM), Fluor works closely with governments and companies to design, build and maintain complex capital projects that are essential building blocks of development and progress. We have the expertise, reach and financial strength to tackle the world’s toughest challenges with an integrated life-cycle approach that delivers projects on time, within budget and with an outstanding health, safety and environmental record.

Our clients transform the energy that powers industries. They mine the raw materials that drive economies. They build the highways and rail lines that connect communities. They develop new pharmaceuticals to help fight disease. They conduct missions that keep nations safe. And they do it all backed by the expertise and ingenuity of Fluor. We are transforming the world by building prosperity and empowering progress.

WE BUILD VALUE
DELIVERING CERTAINTY AND CONFIDENCE

With more than 53,000 employees in over 60 countries, Fluor is building value for clients and communities, working on more than 1,000 projects around the world at any one time. Our integrated approach spans all phases of design, engineering, fabrication, procurement, construction and maintenance. We leverage our supply chain advantages by using a global procurement network and in-country suppliers.

Together, we’re able to deliver comprehensive, integrated solutions that meet the changing demands of today’s global clients – from innovative delivery and cost certainty to capital efficiency and project safety. With Fluor, it’s all possible.

WE WORK SAFELY AND SUSTAINABLY
CARING FOR THE WELL-BEING OF THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY

Our robust health, safety and environmental (HSE) practices are driven by our uncompromising commitment to safety. At Fluor, safety drives the actions of every employee at every location, every day. Our people deserve it. Our clients demand it. Our performance depends on it. With ongoing investment and innovation, Fluor works to create a transparent, proactive, caring culture that is essential to the success of projects and the well-being of those who work on them.

Sustainability at Fluor means meeting the needs of our clients while conducting business in a socially, economically and environmentally responsible manner. It’s why we have been recognised by the Ethisphere® Institute as one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies® for 13 consecutive years. With a strong track record of employee volunteerism and philanthropy, our employees make a positive impact at our offices and project sites around the world.

WE LEAD THE INDUSTRY
PIONEERING PERFORMANCE AND PROJECT EXCELLENCE

Driven by our core values of safety, integrity, teamwork and excellence, Fluor has long been a leader in the global construction industry and is ranked No. 164 on the FORTUNE® 500 list. Every day, we set the standard for safety and sustainability, ethical performance, operational excellence and industry innovation, providing clients and partners the confidence that only a global leader can deliver.

For 19 consecutive years, Fluor has been recognised as one of the World’s Most Admired Companies® by FORTUNE Magazine. We’ve partnered with government agencies to support their missions and build-out infrastructure around the world. We’ve worked hand-in-hand with leading advanced manufacturers and life science innovators. We’ve managed and provided operations and maintenance services for some of the world’s most complex projects for major energy, chemicals, power and mining companies.
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ENERGY & CHEMICALS
INNOVATING SOLUTIONS THAT DRIVE GROWTH
Fluor is one of a few global companies that can comprehensively deliver large and complex projects for global oil and gas production and processing clients – serving the upstream, downstream and integrated petrochemical markets. Projects include EPFM services for chemicals, liquefied natural gas, onshore and offshore facilities, pipelines, refineries, terminals and utilities and offsites, as well as technology processing expertise. We’re an essential partner in the production of safer, cleaner, accessible and renewable energy solutions that spur regional economies and drive human prosperity.

MINING & METALS
EXTRACTING THE RAW MATERIALS THAT MAKE THE WORLD WORK
Fluor has the proven execution platform and local presence to support mining clients around the world. Our mining and metals experience extends across alumina and bauxite, coal, copper, diamonds, gold, iron ore, mineral sands, uranium and other metals. Fluor serves the fertilizer industry and also provides complete life-cycle services in the downstream metals market. Collectively, these mining and metals projects are essential to driving local economic growth and producing the core resources used for household, industrial and agricultural applications around the world.

INFRASTRUCTURE & POWER
CONNECTING CITIES, COUNTRIES AND COMMUNITIES
Fluor is an industry leader in developing large, complex infrastructure projects for commercial and government clients worldwide. Our leadership and extensive experience in developing public-private partnerships provide high-value solutions for bridges, highways, rail and transit systems and toll roads. Infrastructure and power projects also include heavy civil works, ports and marine terminals and renewable energy. Each day millions of people travel to work quickly, get home to their families safely and deliver commerce reliably thanks to the work of Fluor project teams.

LIFE SCIENCES & ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
DELIVERING THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF HEALTH, SAFETY AND PROSPERITY
Fluor provides fully integrated solutions in complex environments where exacting specifications and predictable speed to market are essential to business success. Our markets include biotechnology, pharmaceutical, water, advanced manufacturing and consumer goods. Fluor has perfected the fast-track, design-build execution and validation approach, reducing the duration of a traditional project schedule. Across a client’s capital life cycle from new venture start-up, R&D laboratory and first-of-a-kind commercialisation, to fully integrated manufacturing with FDA-licensed facilities, Fluor helps clients enhance quality of life around the world.
DIVERSIFIED SERVICES
DELIVERING ASSET LIFE-CYCLE EFFICIENCIES

Fluor, through its AMECO, Stork and TRS Staffing companies, offers clients flexible and value-added solutions to their operational needs to further improve capital returns. Our teams offer the safe operation of nuclear facilities and the completion of nuclear remediation and waste disposal. We provide contingency response and emergency recovery solutions to nations ravaged by natural disasters, addressing the immediate needs of endangered communities. We provide base operations, life support, logistics, design-build, operations and maintenance and education and training to U.S. government agencies.

GOVERNMENT
KEEPING POPULATIONS SAFE AND SECURE

For more than 70 years, Fluor has served U.S. and international government agencies, executing challenging projects by providing highly dependable, reliable and ethical solutions for the most demanding missions. Our teams offer the safe operation of nuclear facilities and the completion of nuclear remediation and waste disposal. We provide contingency response and emergency recovery solutions to nations ravaged by natural disasters, addressing the immediate needs of endangered communities. We provide base operations, life support, logistics, design-build, operations and maintenance and education and training to U.S. government agencies.

WE INVEST IN INNOVATION
USING TECHNOLOGY TO MOVE THE INDUSTRY FORWARD

Fluor has developed a number of technical solutions that bring strategic value to our clients’ capital projects. We utilise data-driven processes to realise efficiencies and deliver cost and schedule certainty. Our award-winning knowledge management system gives our employees 24/7 access to a repository and forum to address and solve problems. Our proprietary Zero Base Execution™ process allows us to simplify design for our clients and provide them with facilities that run effectively on a leaner build.

WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE
CONTINUING A TRADITION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE

While Fluor’s core business centres on designing, constructing and maintaining complex and challenging projects, serving the communities in which Fluor employees live and work is our privilege. Last year, employees volunteered more than 50,000 hours to help enrich the lives of those in their communities through Fluor’s focus areas of education, social services, community and economic development and the environment. Fluor and the Fluor Foundation contributed more than $7.5 million in financial support to community initiatives and programs in 2018.
A GOOD REPUTATION ISN’T EARNED. It’s BUILT.

Ranked No. 1 on Engineering News-Record (ENR)’s 2019 list of Top 100 Contractors by New Contracts.
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